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Provides a chance to
define who you are.
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Preservation

Preserve the things we believe are
important.

Conflict

The struggle between two or
more parties who sense interference in achieving goals.

Enrichment
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By joining together you can
accomplish feats that could not
be done alone.
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Unity
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Identity

Positive effect of diversity.

ORGANIZATIONS
Ordered and coordinated communication
within an organization.

Goals
The end result or outcome that someone
strives to attain.

Traditions
A practice or ceremony that is carried out
and celebrated in the same manner year after
year.

Elements of culture in an organization

Systems

Structure
Parts of an organization and the relationship
between those parts.

Values & Beliefs
Value - priority or an idea that is prized or cherished. What the organization thinks is important.
Belief - An idea that someone holds true.
Social respsonsibility - an obligation or willingness
to work toward the well-being of others.

Environment
Physical surroundings. It can reveal your culture and values.

Heroes
An individual who is respected and admired for
the contribution he or she has made to an organization or to society as a whole.

united

responsibilities
Organization - A number of people with specific _________________________
who are ________________
purpose
for some ______________________.
life ____________________
patterns
generation
Culture - Set of ______________
passed down from one ______________________
learned

to the next. It is a _______________________ behavior.

language you speak, foods you eat, sports you

Personal culture - Pattern of behaviors that include: ______________________________________________

play, activities, clothes, music, holiday traditions, etc.

________________________________________________________________________________________

thinks
important
Organizational culture - How an organization ________________,
what it finds ________________________
business
succeed
and how it conducts _____________________________.
In order to _______________________
in an
organization, you must be aware of it’s culture.

confusion

anxiety
Culture Shock - The _________________________ or _______________________
that sometimes results
different
when people come into contact with a culture ______________________
from their own.
cultures

ages

races
Diversity - Encountering people of different ___________________, _______________,
_______________,
religions
abilities
genders
_____________________,
__________________,
and _____________________.
unique
Since you are ____________________,
you add to the diversity of groups in which you participate.
Cultural Challenges:

leave
When there’s conflict with organizational policies or procedures you can ___________________,
try to
make the best of it
change the conflicting policies, or simply _________________________________________________.
gradual
Change in an organziation is usually _________________________.

